
Fire Emblem Heroes

**About Fire Emblem Heroes**

With the mobile game Fire Emblem Heroes, you can play Nintendo's popular 'Fire Emblem' RPG

series on your smartphone or tablet. Your job is to fight numerous battles to save the world from

the evil and power-hungry Emblian Empire.

The mobile game Fire Emblem Heroes convinces with a rousing and exciting story. You fight in a

world which is divided into two camps. Your job is to build a strong army, wipe out numerous

enemies and save the world from the power-hungry Emblian Empire. You act as a summoner who

can summon various heroes from the Fire Emblem world. You can play Fire Emblem Heroes not

only in story mode, but also in many other game modes. This allows you to prove the skills of your

heroes, for example, in arena duels, hero battles or in the training tower.

**Fire Emblem Heroes - Features:** 

- Experience an exciting story: In Fire Emblem Heroes, a thrilling and gripping story awaits you. The

game takes place in a world that is divided into two camps. The Emblian Empire, which wants to

rule the entire world, fights against the kingdom of Askr, which tries to thwart the plans of the

Emblian Empire. In Fire Emblem Heroes, you play a powerful summoner who has the ability to

summon heroes from different Fire Emblem worlds. Of course, you are not fighting for the Emblian

Empire, but you are supporting the kingdom of Askr to secure the peace of the world.

- Fight in numerous battles: To push back fighters and supporters of the Emblian Empire, you must

fight in numerous battles. With controls that were optimized for mobile devices, you can control

your army easily by touching and dragging across the screen. Fight with your army in thrilling turn-

based battles and attack your opponents with powerful and effective weapons.

- Meet familiar and new heroes: In Fire Emblem Heroes not only well-known Heroes of the Fire

Emblem series, but also characters created specifically for the mobile game await you. Summon

powerful heroes, upgrade their abilities, and put together a strong and nearly invincible team.

- Discover many game modes: Fire Emblem Heroes can be played in story mode as well as in

many other game modes. For example, if you want to train your heroes, you can go to the training

tower. In the special arena duels you have the possibility to challenge other players and win

bonuses.

Conclusion: Fire Emblem Heroes is an exciting and engaging RPG in which you meet well-known

heroes of the popular eponymous Nintendo series.


